GREENE COUNTY COMMISSION
HAROLD BENGSCH
COMMISSIONER 1ST DISTRICT

BOB CIRTIN
PRESIDING COMMISSIONER

LINCOLN P. HOUGH
COMMISSIONER 2ND DISTRICT

Daily Briefing 03/24/17 @ 9:00 a.m.

Attendance: Commissioner Bob Cirtin, Commissioner Harold Bengsch, Commissioner Lincoln
Hough, Trysta Herzog, Tina Phillips, Cindy Stein, Jeff Scott, Chris Coulter, Christina Rider, Tami
Flippin.

Harold Bengsch opens the meeting with information on a Grant application for Suicide
Prevention in our community. Community Partner of the Ozarks will be providing the avenue.
Commissioner Bengsch explains that the Auditors office as well as the Budget office is present
to see what the county’s obligation will be.
Christina Rider a Phycology grant writer for Missouri State. Informed the Commissioner of the
upcoming deadline for this application which is on 04/04 and how it must be backed by a
government entity which is why they need the Commission to agree to it.

Tami Flippin-Library Funding
Tami explains the history of the grant to the Commission, explains the Safe To Tell grant was
created after Columbine shooting, explains stats on anonymous call line the schools are
working to educate the students about open and honest communication. Planning grant would
be 15 months is the plan is a success could get anywhere from 500k-800k.

Tina Phillips and Cindy Stein
Explained the grant proposal in detail. Questions were asked about timeframe since it is 10
days away. Christina Rider is confidante that with Greene counties help to coordinate with forms
will be able to finish everything by 04/04. Cindy Stein addressed Ms. Rider with questions about
the grant specifics. Would Community Partner of the Ozarks be able to cover expenses for 3-6
months? Ms. Rider will follow up with Community Partner of the Ozarks. Ms. Stein asked about
Administration Fee Ms. Rider explained it is 15%. Would we have to ask if we would have to
resubmit the grant yearly? Ms. Rider explained that we would but only would have to update
information and won’t be nearly as competitive.
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